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Spatial Pattern Change of Employment Centers in Tokyo Metropolitan Area
Tawhid MONZUR and Yan LI
Abstract: Whereas numerous researches have been conducted to understand the spatial pattern
change of employment centers of the metropolitan areas over the globe, those related to Tokyo
Metropolitan Area (TMA) are insufficient. Therefore, this research aims to analyze the spatial
pattern change of employment centers of TMA from 1999 to 2009. A gird-cell based approach in
combination with String method and Local Moran’s I (LMI) is selected. Centers in different
hierarchies are delineated for both the years. Through the analysis, we found that the change of
number and area of centers varies in prefectures. We identified some specific center change
patterns, including decline, extended, joined, separated and the level of center changed. Some new
centers were also found.
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1. Introduction
Since the end of 19th century, the introduction of
“Garden city” concept (Howard, 1898) revolutionized
the understanding of the urban area. Later, following
Hoyt’s (1939) “Sector Model” and Harris and
Ullman’s (1945) “Multiple nuclei or multi-nucleation”,
different urban development patterns were proposed
where multiple center idea was encouraged for urban
spatial structure development (Lynch, 1961).
Consequently, the Monocentric Model (Alonso, 1964;
Muth, 1969; & Mills, 1972) was questioned for its
accuracy in understanding large cities with
multiple-centers (Odland, 1978). The concept of
multiple-centers was introduced to reduce the excess
concentration within CBD and to improve the
economic performance as well as social and
environment conditions (Doxiadis, 1968, 1969).
However, the multiple-centers pattern did not
follow a specific model; ended up in shaping more
complex urban system in monocentric, polycentric
and dispersed forms. Numerous theoretical and
empirical studies have been conducted and discussed
over urban studies field from the perspectives of- first,
to what extent the spatial patterns are different in case
of regional urban studies? And second, which
empirical approaches can best address the spatial
pattern changes? But a suitable consensus is still to be
found.
Regarding Tokyo Metropolitan Area (TMA),
various scholars have tried to understand the spatial
structure of employment, but ended up analyzing the
population distribution and social amenities
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influences. Very little research has been conducted to
understand the employment spatial structure (e.g., see,
Hebbert & Nakai, 1988; Fujita & Kashiwadani, 1989;
Seibert, 2000; Jacob, 2005; Alpkokin et al, 2007;
Kazutoshi, 2008; Kagawa,2012). The 21st century
modern cities are no longer polycentric or
monocentric but emerging as more complex spatial
patterns. Henceforth, it is important to know whether
this urban shift has affected the TMA as well. Also,
TMA is less researched in case of employment center
identification, compared with those conducted for
various large cities around the globe. Through a
recent research, it is found that the difference exist
between the National Capital Regional Plan of 1986
in comparison with the current spatial pattern of TMA.
This made to conduct this research to look further into
the spatial structure of TMA through the lens of
employment centers.
2. Study area and data treatment processes
For this research, we have selected Tokyo
Metropolitan Area (TMA), including seven
prefectures: Saitama, Kanagawa, Chiba, Gumma,
Ibaraki, Tokyo and Tochigi; an area of 32,236 km2
with a population concentration of 40,406,059 in 1999
and 42,276,270 in 2009 and employment was about
19,871,480 (1999) and 21,595,215 (2009),
respectively.
The employment data of ten years is used for this
analysis, collected from the Ministry of Internal
Affairs and Communications (MIC). Census tracts
(CTs) are for 1999 is 66,724 and 56,686 in 2009. To
understand better the clusters and their differences,
the ten years of employment data is combined into
one, by using the following Python String method
(Shipman, 2013):
Where, str () is a String conversion Command.
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Also, Because of the CTs size differences, specific
grid-cell size is used. A 250X250 m2 or 0.0625km2
grids is selected in this case. Several grid-cell sizes
(e.g., 200m2 to 1500m2) were being observed and
found that major features of the spatial structure are
almost identical. Also, a small grid size is used to find
out local level employment centers which cannot be
identified by using larger grid sizes (Redfearn, 2007,
p.521). The following formula is constructed to
reduce the effect of CTs sizesWhere,
is the area of the polygon and is
employment density of .
3. Employment centers identification
Multiple approaches were introduced in
identification of employment centers as well as the
overall employment spatial structure in regional and
national level. For example, Cutoff approach
(Giuliano & Small, 1991); E/R ratio approach
(Shearmur & Coffey, 2002); Nonparametric and
Two-stage Nonparametric approach (McMillen &
McDonald, 1997; McMillen, 2001) and Cubic Spline
approach (Craig & Ng, 2001). However, these
methods have been criticized because of the
differences in center concept as well as data
processing criteria (e.g., see, Coffey & Shearmur,
2001; Redfearn, 2007; Cladera et al, 2009; Veneri,
2013). Moreover, spatial econometric approach
(Baumont et al, 2004) were used to get rid of the
issues related to local knowledge and arbitrary
employment thresholds that can affect the spatial
pattern analysis.
Another issue regarding employment center
analysis that lacked in the previous studies was to
what extent the spatial patterns are different? This
directly linked to the influence of center delimitation
procedure (Cladera, et al, 2009).
However, through this research, a difference is
observed. The variation in center selection in case of
area in study, using grid-cell approach can provide
better understanding of the differences in spatial
pattern as well as center identification.
3.1 Cluster analysis using ESDA
To identify clusters in local level, a spatial
econometric model is preferred because of its
advantage in identification of cluster in consideration
of spatial lags (i.e., influence of the neighboring
locations on their observed location). A Local version
of Exploratory Spatial Data Analysis (ESDA), is used
which can be written as (Anselin, 1995)-

Where,

is the variance

The LMI divides all the observed values into
five types of clusters; HH (High-High); LL
(Low-Low); LH (Low-High); HL (High-Low); and
IS (Insignificant). The HH and HL are considered
as positive spatial autocorrelation; whereas the LL
and LH are considered as the Negative spatial
autocorrelation
and
IS
considered
as
non-significant spatial relationship (Anselin, 1995;
Baumont et al, 2004; Griffith, 1992). Since our
objective is to find out the employment clusters
with high density values (HH); the other density
groups are omitted.
3.2 Center definition and the spatial weight
matrix selection
Following (Baumont et al, 2004) and (Guillain
et al, 2006), we have defined employment center
as CTs within a specific significance band with
high employment density. For the spatial weight a
contiguity weight matrix (1st order) is considered;
performed well in delineation of the clustering
groups. The cluster analysis distinguished five
distinctive employment centers named asRank1(0.0001),
Rank2(0.001),
Rank3(0.01),
Rank4(0.05) and Rank5(P>0.05). Each has
different spatial patterns despite the same central
influence.
4.Empirical Results
4.1 Employment center distribution in ten years
transition
Figure 1 shows the three pairs of employment
distribution. Without using any grid cell method (pair
a) provided a confusing spatial pattern where in most
cases low density locations are predominant than high
density locations. In contrary, the second pair (pair b),
by using 250x250m2 grid-cells provided satisfactory
results in identifying employment centers. Later, to
find out the potential employment centers, we
selected only the locations with an area of no less than
1km2 (pair c). Table1 shows the distribution of the
employment in each Ranks and centers (pair c);
density falls exponentially in both the Ranks and the
possible centers identified.
Though, the number of centres in both years
stayed almost the same (Table2); differences in center
patterns appeared in forms of – decline (centers shrink
or disappeared); extended (centers enlarged to nearby
non-center areas); joined (two neighbouring centers
joined together); separated (one center divided into
two centers); and new centres (non-center locations
become place of new employment concentration) and
Level of center changed (lower level centers evolved
as upper level centers) (Table 3).
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Figure 1: a) Locations of the centers without using any grid-cell; b) Locations of the centers after using (250x250m2) grid-cell;
and c) The possible employment centers ≥ 1km2.
Table 1: Employment Distribution in each Ranks and Centers (1km2 and above) in year 1999 and 2009.
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5. Discussion & Conclusion
This research made three major contributions: 1)
Grid-cell approach performed well in delineation and
identification of the centers which the method of
using only the threshold distance failed to identify. In
addition, String method has improved the output of
the employment datasets, by reducing the problems
related to overlap of the datasets. 2) Differences in
numbers in the identified Employment centers exist
within each prefecture as well as in area/km2. This
can further help to analyse the distribution of
employment sectors and their influences over
differences in number of employment centers. 3)
Employment centers follow different spatial patterns.
Six distinctive spatial patterns appeared; 16
employment centers have lost their employment
concentration; three are extended to nearby
non-center locations; 14 new employment centers
appeared; one took the form of by joining
neighbouring employment centers; three employment
centers are separated; and two lower level centers
evolved as upper level center. Moreover, most of the
changes in spatial patterns are observed in Saitama
and Kanagawa prefectures. The research also
addressed that, despite a polycentric development of
employment is in action, the influence of
monocentricity is still strong in case of TMA. Further
research will tend to look at the centers by their
area/km2 to delineate the employment centers as well
as the distribution of employment and their influence
over spatial pattern change.

Table3: Differences in spatial patterns of employment centers,
2009.
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